INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ASTRONOMICAL ARTISTS

IAAA NI!:WSLI!:TTER MARCH-APRIL 19:::7

I!:ll!:CTION RESULTS
The election!!> were concluded Harch 10., The current term!!> will run
through Harch of 1989. The only contested office was that of
President, and Kim Poor, your humble editor, has been elected. A
separate presidential statement is being sent along at the end of thIs
newsletter. Ricl< Sternbach ha!!> wi1t",drawn from the Vice Presidency,
(see statement). George Peirson will tal<e the remaining Veep. Kara
Szathmary is the Internal archivist, laurIe Ortiz is the External
archivist, and Asenath Hammond is the Treasurer. We got one vote for
Joel Hagen for Air Stril<e COOf'dinator. Bombs away'
BROCHURES
I!:nclosed with the new!!>letter is the new IAAA recruiting brochure.
You are being sent a couple in case you I<now of anyone who wants to
jom. We need their money' let me !<now if you need any more. 11 IS
all on a Macintosh disc and can be revised or expanded easily. The
brochure is bringing in a lot of new members, duE' in no small par-t to
the impressive lineup of artists on the back.
NI!:W DIRECTORY
Our artists are moving (hopefully upward) at an astounding rate.
Along with all the new members, we hope you have been I<eeping up the
the new addresses publIshed in each newsletter, but if you haven 't, . . .,f'
will be putting out a new directory within the next few months.
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ICE:LAND UPDATE:

JSC WORKSHOP
\.Je 11, the Johnson Space Center workshop filled up in less than a
weeK. We are keeping a standby list in case someone bacl<s out. Those
who sIgned up: Pam Lee, Ron Miller, Brian Sullivan, Mark Dowman, Bill
Hartmann, Andy Chaikin, Maralyn Vicary, April Faires, Mike Bonecutter,
Kara S,athmary, B.E:. Johnson, Kurt Burmann, Dennis Davidson, Joel
Hagen, Judy Asbury, Pat Rawlings and myself. These people will
receive a separate newsletter about the workshop, and will be asked to
come up with some non-refundable earnest money soon. This is going to
be a lot of fun, and I am really excited to see all these great
artists assembled. Bring your cameras I It will undoubtedly be a
reunion of the "Film Grows on Trees" Society. (Founded by .Tames Her-vat
In 1983)
The dates will be Aug. 10-.16, and the venue will be the lovely
Na.ssau Bay Resort Hotel--that's right, the one with the carpet on the
celllng. Out your window is the Saturn 5.
VIDE:O COVE:RAGE:
.10el Hagen has contacts with a video production company which haS
done worl< for PBS, who is interested in coming to the JSC workshop to
film us. We have given them exclusive rights to film us, and Joel is
looking for funding to pay for various things like lodging or
transportation. More on this later.
MARS.CONFI!:RENCE
The Planetary Society is sponsoring the Third Mars Conference in
Boulder, Colorado. The "Case for Mars III" will be held at the
UnIversity of Colorado July 18-22, which is also Spaceweek. Advance
registration is $50/S20 for students and educators (artists?) Deadline
for advance registration is June L The previous Mars workshops were
a. ttended by Mike Carroll and Paul Hudson, among others, and were very
enlightening. This is a real planning session for exploration by an
underground group of the finest minds available. If and when a Mars
e>!pedition is ever funded, a lot of the groundwor-I< will have already
been done at the Case for Mars conferences. Contact:

The Planetary Society
61 N. Catalina

Pasadena, CA
(818) 793-5100

Case for Mars III
PO Box 4877
Boulder, CO 80306
(303) 494-8144
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Dennis Davidson, chairman of the Iceland workshop in
report:

198~:,

has this

"The 5th Space Art Workshop is tentatively scheduled to take place
in Iceland during the summer of 1988. This communication is the first
in a series of forthco,,!ing articles devoted to the Iceland workshop.
Iceland offers E:arth-based analogues to Madan landscapes and
geological features including shield volcanoes, glacial erosion, lava
flows, table mountains and cinder cones. E:lliot Morris of the U.S.
~ological Survey has suggested that many of these features are best
viewed from the air.
Iceland's proximity to continental E:urope allows easier and less
expensive access for our E:uropean members that past IAAA workshops.
We hope to have some of our E:uropean members in attendance at Iceland
88.
The size of the workshop will probably be limit.d to about fifteen
participants. Non-refundable deposits of $150 will be accepted from
active and associate members early rwxt summer.
The structure of the workshop is in the planning stages now. In
some respects Iceland 88 will be similar in content to past workshops
in regards to seminars, an art show, guest lecturers, and on-location
sketching or plinting. However, our itinerary can vary. We could
plan to center our activities at one of the school dormitories
availlbll' during the summer months and take one or two-day excursions
to areas of interest. Or, we could start at one end of the island and
caravan in four-wheel-drive vehicles, stopping to camp, hike and
sl<etch along the way. This second scenario does not preclude staying
in "hotel-like" dormitories along the way every few days.
Som. members have expressed an interest in airplane tours of
specific geological features including Sidupkull crater and Surtsey
Island. Perhaps even an expedition to a glacier can be organized.
These activities require very specific advanced planning, therefore I
need to know who is interested in doing thes. or other "special"
activities.
Joel Hagen has suggested an alternative to direct lir travel to
Iceland. He has proposed that we fly to London on an inexpensive
airline from our respective homes. (London has the cheapest fares on
the N. American-E:uropean routes) We would then tal<e a train to
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Scotland. From Scotland we would then travel by ship via the Faeroe
Islands along the ancient ViKing trade routes to Seythisf jorhur, a
small town on the East coast of Iceland. Prices are comparable to
direct air travel since there is a 25,... discount on the ship fare
during August and September.
This would definitely be a diHerent way to be-gin our worKshop and
could provide a good group bonding e>:perience for all. Also, we would
get to visit England and Scotland as a bonus. All of the ideas
mentioned in this article are tentative. I would liKe your input over
the next few months regarding your ideas for the Iceland worKshop.
Any ideas, suggestions, questions, or criticisms, please write :

FRANK KELLY FREAS is a name familiar to most of you. Kelly has been
a top science fiction illustrator for decades, and has done art for
everything from MAD magazine to NASA. We are proud to have him as a
member'.
PARIS AIR SHOW

'~

,D

.:lU LONG L5 (an editorial)
The L5 Society was officially dissolved March 22. The L5 member5hip
is now merged with the National Space SOciety. I was art director for
the L5 SOCiety for four years, and it is Kind of sad to see it go. L5
ran an efficient and financially solvent international organization
out of a two-bedroom apartment in Tucson's University district. In
later years they also rented the adjacent apartment, laughingly dubbed
the "North Wing". Many astonished visitors would drop in expecting to
tour the L5 Towers, and instead seeing children and cats among the
computers and mailing equipment. Although it was arguably the most
effective space activist SOCiety, L5 never was able to totally shaKe
its reputation of being space hippies. <The story is told that an L5
principal once nursed her baby while giving a convention Keynote
address).

Dennis Davidson
Iceland 1988
PO Box 1205
Del Mar, CA 92014
Future articles will include information on specific site
selections, conversational Icelandic, possible guest speaKers,
recommended equipment 8. supply lists, travel itineraries, and total
estimated cost of the worKshop.
NEW MEMBERS
New members are coming in at a good clip, thanKs to our new
brochures.

The merger with the decidedly straight-laced NSS will at least cast
off this albatross once and for all. The staff of the Tucson
headquarters will be moving into the WaShington DC offices of NSS very
soon. The new coalition hopes to achieve a "critical mass" which will
be more than the sum of its parts. NSS now will be second in
membership only to the Planetary Society.

DOUG McLEOD is a student at the Univeristy of Houston-Clear LaKe,
which is at NASA. Doug is mapring in astronautics.
JOHN WHARTON is the director of the McDonnell Star Theatre at the
St. Louis Science Center.
WILLIAM SCHIMMEL ("Schim") is an accomplished artist in Phoenix, and
has recently turned toward space art with great artistic and
commercial success.
JOHN HIATT is an amateur astronomer in Houston, who has recently
taKen up airbrush with his artworK.

The U.S. Department of Commerce is oHering a mini-display for
groups, businesses, or individuals at the Paris Air Show. The display
is on~ meter wide, and 6 meters long. Price is $3000. Any taKers"

)

~

The publication of the new group will remain SPACE WORLD, a magazine
of substance but little style. I would hope that IAAA members would
offer their services to SPACE WORLD in order to give the magazine more
flavor. They won't be able to pay much, and the color's a little off,
but thty deserve your support. I thinK the magazine will come around
to being a more classy-looKing publication, as things settle down.
I'm going to miss the funKiness of "elf-hive",

JIM O'LEARY is with the Davis Planetarium at the Maryland SciencE'
Center in Baltimore, which has the OTHER WORLDS show this summer.
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PRe: SIDe: NTIAL STATe: HE NT
Dear Hembers;
GOSSIP
Hike and Caroline Carroll's baby is a girl--Alexandra Lee, born
February 18, SIbs., 80z., 19 112". MiKe says she was "wrinKled,
purple, and her nose was mashed to one side, in other
words-BEAUTIFUL'" Those of us with two Kids Know we will never hear
from HiKey again. Well, maybe some muffled cries of "help''' •••• DON
DA VIS reports that he is happy at Hansen Planetarium in Salt Lake
City. How is a wildman from BerzerKley geting along in Conservitown?
"Oh, I get on the radio talK shows and try to be outrageous." He
hopes to make some small inroads before his time is through .•••B.E.
JOHNSON has moved from Rochester, NY to Laguna Beach. Sometimes we all
have to suffer temporarily for our careers. B.J. has decided that the
benefits to his art outweigh the increased risk of skin cancer •• ",
news of more suffering--JON LOMBERG recently spent some months on the
Kona-side of Hawaii. He observed the supernova from Hauna Kea, He
realized recently that he may miss his beloved Canadian winter, and
rushed back to Toronto, but too late .... GOEFF CHANDLER made the
cover of TIMe: (at least his artwork did); Geoff did a supernova, and
they even flew him to New York for revisions. Circulation 7 Million
copies~

.

SPACE DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCe:--SPACe:F AIR
Kurt Burmann took my place at the 6th Space Development Conference
in Pittsburgh recently. (We have sold our house and have to move
shortly, so I begged off.) Kurt tool< a lot of his own art and set up
the IAAA booth, and the reaction was tremendous, He gave out many
brochures, and sold a lot of his own art. Kurt will have a full
report in a later- issue. The JAAA should maKe it a point to be in
full force at the next Spa.ce Development Conference set for 1988 in
Denver.
Meanwhile, I WILL be flying out to MIT in Boston for Spacefair. The
IAAA has been given a chair on the faculty of the International Space
University that is being formed there. The OTMER WORLDS show opens up
at the Deerfield, MA planetarium the same weltk and Andy Chaikin has
been asked to give an opening talK for the show, Further reports also
in an upcoming newsletter.
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ThanKs to all those who voted, particularly fc:- "Ie, in the recent
election. In such an overwhelming vote, politicians often speaK of a
"mandatv". I believe the mandate in question here is to get things
moving in the IAAA. That process is already in motion. Although it
may appear that the IAAA exists only on paper, (most of that paper
being generated from tnls oHiceJ , J c;m assure you that there are
many wheels which are rolling. I have spoken or written to most of
you Actives in the rvcent months, and it is apparent that the only
thing Iacl<ing has been a communicative or-gan to spread the news, md
the newsletter has filled the gap. I promise that that our
communication will never again be cut off, at least during my tenure.
In such a widespread organization such as this, our pUblications are
the only glue which unites us.
More recently, Rick Sternbach has notified me that he is
relinquishing the editorship of PARALLAX, after the next issue is
published. He also said that he was withdrawing from the Vice
Presidency, a post he inherited as second-place finisher in the
Presidential race. I thinl< Rick will have more to say about his
decision in the new PARALLAX.
My first act as President is to give all those who were members in
1986 a free membership for 1987. This is only fair, since there was
nothing concrete sent out in 1986 to the members; nothing for your
membership.
The problem is that these complimentary memberships will leave the
IAAA short on '1oerating funds for the duration of 1987. I have enough
personal funds to Keep it running for the near-term, and J hope that
new members, and any lagging members as mentioned above, will beef up
the treasury. If our recordr. indicate that you haven't paid for 1986,
you will be sent a note with the newsletter. If you aren't sent a
note, assume that your 1986 membership has been extended.
We are sending out new recruiting/application brochures for each of
you, and some extras in case you Know someone who is interested.
Uncle Kim wants YOU to recruit for the IAAA. I'd lil<e to see more
associate member-s, because those are easier to find than artists, and
they could provide an influential and more secure financial base for
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us. (Not that artists are finanClally insecure, but we all Know how
sporadic our income can be). Associates currently include writers,
planetariums, and art collectors.
PARALLAX
A major priority is to get PARALLAX pubhshed again. It has been
well over a year now. There was no PARALLAX published for 1986. It is
impor-tant that we have a JOur-nal, and PARALLAX has been a brilliant
effort every time. So brilliant that it leaves you wanting more.
RicK is putting out one last PARALLAX under his editorship. He will
then be transferring the materials here. I have had some people
volunteer to help, and will soon assemble an editori~l sbff to begin
worl< on a regular edition of the journal. Please send your letters,
information, and submissions for PARALLAX to the Tucson IAAA address.
In your letters, indicate if they can be published.
I really don't want to be permanent editor of PARALLAX, and I hope
there are some qualified volunteers out there who would consider
taking the reins. You'll probably need a computer, and a letter
quality printer, access to a cheap commercial printer, and of course,
the time to devote to it.
THE: SPACE ARTISTS HANDBOOK/BEST OF PARALLAX
HiKe Carroll and Laurie Ortiz have generously volunteered to get to
worK on the Space Artists HandbooK, whlch will include the best of
PARALLAX bacK issues. There is a possibility that some of the
handbOOK may be in color. Get in touch with HiKe or Laurie if you
have a technique you'd liKe to share, or some area of expertise.
As for future proJects, there are many possibilities. One goal of
mine is to have an autonomous IAAA show/sale before my term is up.
have seen too many good shows turn into hascos, and many other minor
shows never come off at all. An IAAA show would solve all of our
problems, since we will have our own best interests at heart, and
could raise funds for the organization. I believe we are ready for
this venture.
Our membership is very diverse, and we have e>:per-tise in mall
a.rea.s. I appreciate any input or suggestions from you, and hope that
you can share some of your- talents and adVice with the group.
ThanK you for your time,
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